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Radio engineers have always been on top of technology
relating to broadcast equipment. Broadcast engineers could
design custom filters, make circuit changes and whatever else
was necessary to get quality sound. Now that digital signal
processing (DSP) has taken over the world, broadcast
engineers have found themselves lacking in the ability to
understand the new digital equipment at the level they
understand the old analog gear. This is not due to a lack of
trying. Most books on the subjects are glorified calculus
books that don’t cover the meat and potatoes of DSP. The
broadcast engineer used to design projects with a hand full of
capacitors, resistors and solder. DSP chips don’t seem very
friendly, and has anyone tried to solder one of these things
with a 30-watt soldering iron recently?

Digital signal processing (DSP) theory has been around for
quite some time in the mathematical world. It has only been
in the past 10-15 years that DSP has migrated from a
mathematical science to an applied science via specialized
microprocessors. DSP processors are popping up in almost
every piece of broadcast equipment imaginable, including
audio processing, digital effects boxes, audio consoles, and
more. Even the RF realm, once sacred to the broadcast
engineer, has surrendered to new digital IF sections and other
digital modulation techniques.

DSP processors typically come in surface mount packages
with high-density pin counts. It is impractical for the average
broadcast engineer to work with this type of hardware.
However, there is a little known product available from the
manufacturers of most DSP processors. It is called a
development board.
Development boards are self-contained systems consisting of
the DSP processor, an EPROM for programs, an audio
codec, and computer interface. Programming is performed
using a PC based computer to write, compile, and upload a
program to the DSP processor for execution. These boards
typically come with sample programs, which can be built
upon and modified to design a custom system.
This paper will start the reader out with a quick tutorial on
DSP hardware and common algorithms including digital
filters.
Next this paper will touch upon PC based DSP applications
and then describe some of the latest self-contained DSP
hardware solutions.
Finally, the reader will be taken step by step through the
process of using a development board, starting with a sample
program and creating an audio processor that performs a
function useful to the radio broadcast engineer.

Unfortunately, engineers who once were kings of the radio
castle, now look upon these DSP based wonders as if they
were watching a magician sawing the woman in half. They
know there is a trick somewhere and that anyone should be
able to do it with enough practice. The magicians of DSP
have been guarding their secrets well, though. Broadcast
engineers used to be able to open a piece of equipment and,
from the schematic diagram, know its every working. They
could think like the analog audio circuits inside. They could
even design and build their own equipment, or build on
someone else’s work by making modifications to existing
platforms. No longer is that the case. Or is it?
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Broadcasters are seeing more and more digital equipment.
Some are intimidated by it, while others have embraced it. In
any case there are some key applications the broadcaster
might encounter. Some DSP audio applications that might be
used by the broadcaster are:
•

•

•

Dynamics Processing
o Compression
o Limiting
o Expansion
o Clipping
Filters
o Low Pass
o High Pass
o Band Pass
o Custom Equalization
Reverb & Delay Lines

•
•

Echo Cancellation
Real time FFT Computation
o Pitch shifting
o Spectral analysis
o Adaptive Filtering
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In the analog world it took specialized “bucket brigade” delay
chips or spring contraptions to make an effective reverb. A
reverb is created using several delay lines, of which the
outputs are added back to the original signal to create an echo
effect. Delaying audio is one of the simpler tasks within DSP.
Adding audio signals together would be a close second in
simplicity. An analog profanity delay-line is not unheard of,
but would be very impractical today. Now virtually every
profanity delay uses DSP technology.

There are more applications other than the ones listed above.
However, these listed are more commonly found in existing
broadcast audio equipment.
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It was a little over 10 years ago when DSP based dynamic
processing made its debut into mainstream broadcast audio
processing with the introduction of Audio Animation’s
Paragon, Gentner’s Lazer and Prizm, and Orban’s Optimod
8200. Obviously some were successes while others are now
audio processing history. These processors were the first to
implement dynamics processing entirely within the digital
realm of the DSP processors. Since the inception of these
processors, there has been a long-standing debate over
whether DSP-based dynamics processing sounds better than
its analog predecessors. This is a very subjective topic and
beyond the realm of this paper, yet still worth mentioning.
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Echo cancellation requires the processor to look at the audio
going out, compare to the audio coming back, make
assessments, and implement a canceling signal to counteract
the echo. This is commonly used in speakerphones and twoway videoconferencing facilities. It is also becoming
common in digital wireless phones.
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The ability to compute the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) in
real time has been a key breakthrough in DSP hardware
development. The FFT is a highly efficient method of
computing the Discreet Fourier Transform (DFT). The DFT
is the method of performing the Fourier Transform on
discreet time data, commonly known as samples. This is
important because if the time domain data can be converted to
frequency domain data, audio can be manipulated in ways
truly impossible in the analog world. This has led to
algorithms such as frequency shifting, frequency detection,
noise reduction, new methods of dynamics processing, and
more. Here are a few audio applications, which use a realtime FFT computation as part of their algorithm.

While the processing algorithms and DSP hardware have
made significant improvements since that time, the basics of
the dynamics processing algorithms have remained the same.
Any DSP-based audio compressor algorithm will look at the
level of the input audio and make appropriate gain
adjustments to keep the output within a particular range. The
threshold levels and the gain reduction ratio define the
method in which these adjustments are made. What varies
from algorithm to algorithm is the math used to calculate the
amount of gain reduction and attack/release times. This is
where each of the manufacturers of these devices adds their
“art.”
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If an audio stream can be converted to the frequency domain,
shifting its pitch is simply a matter of shifting the spectral
information of the frequency domain and then converting
back to the time domain.
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The ability to implement digital filters is one of the greatest
strengths of digital signal processing as a science. Filters can
be designed with roll-offs that are not feasible to build in the
analog world. Custom filters with extremely odd responses
that might take an analog designer many hours to design, and
days to implement and tweak, can be designed and
implemented in a matter of minutes using DSP computer
aided design tools.
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Imagine trying to build a 1024 band spectrum analyzer using
analog components. With DSP it is a matter of computing a
1024-point FFT.
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Using the FFT, a DSP chip can analyze a burst of pink noise
and adapt a filter to compensate for abnormalities. This can



which the filter is to be implemented. After the pre-warping,
the transfer function of the filter needs to be determined using
the pre-warped specification. Lastly, a mathematical process
known as the “bilinear transform” is applied to the analog
transfer function to convert its poles and zeroes from the splane of the analog world to its digital counterpart known as
the z-plane. The coefficients for DSP code will be obtained
from this new resultant transfer function.

already be seen in today’s commercial digital broadcast
telephone hybrids.
Feedback elimination can be accomplished in the same way.
Feedback elimination requires extremely steep cutoffs and
very low bandwidth filters. This is well suited for DSP. The
FFT can be used to detect where the filtering is required and
to what extent it needs to be implemented.

One drawback of designing an IIR filter this way is if the
analog transfer function produces a non-linear phase
response, so will the digital version of that filter.
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The heading of this section could literally be the title of a
book. There is so much information regarding digital filters
that this section will barely scratch the surface. There are
many detailed books on the subject of digital filter design.
However, very few of these actually cover implementation.
This section will introduce some basic concepts behind two of
the most common digital filter types and discuss some of the
advantages and disadvantages of each.

Another potential problem that can occur with an IIR filter is
rounding errors. If the feedback signal is rounded off and sent
back through the system and rounded off again, the rounding
errors can accumulate, thereby rendering the filter unstable.
An unstable digital IIR filter can oscillate, as would an
unstable analog filter. These rounding errors more commonly
occur in fixed point processing. For example, if two 16-bit
binary numbers are multiplied together, the result is a 32-bit
number. The only way to convert the information back to a
16-bit format is to truncate the least significant bits. This is
the point in the process that round off error occurs. A
floating-point processor is less susceptible to this type of
problem, however round off error still exists.
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Infinite-Impulse Response (IIR) filters can be thought of as a
digital implementation of an equivalent analog filter. Another
name for this type of filter is “recursive filter.” This is due to
the fact that this filter uses feedback similar to an analog
circuit. This is evident in the typical IIR filter block diagram
in Figure 1.

IIR filters are still commonly used since they can be designed
with Butterworth, Chebychev or Bessel responses.
Conversion calculations can then be used to design the digital
implementation of the filter. Since the filter is recursive, one
advantage of the IIR filter is a low delay time in the system.

Typical IIR Filter Block Diagram
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Finite Impulse Response (FIR) filters are extremely stable in
both fixed-point and floating-point environments due to the
fact that any results containing round off errors (which still
occur) are not fed back for another calculation. The block
diagram for an FIR filter can be seen in Figure 2 below.

Mathmatical
Operations
on previous
calculations

Z-1

An FIR filter consists of a series of “taps.” These are noted as
hn in the block diagram in Figure 2. The value of each tap is
called its coefficient. Coefficients typically have values less
than one. The number of taps required for a given filter is
calculated during the filter design phase. Formulas to
calculate the number of taps take into account parameters
such as frequency roll off, pass-band and stop-band ripple,
and sample frequency. The complete series of these
coefficients represents the impulse response of a particular
FIR filter.

W[n-2]

Figure 1. Typical IIR Filter Block Diagram.
The design of an IIR filter is very similar to designing an
analog filter. First, the order and frequency response of the
filter need to be determined based on the needs of the end
user. Next, a process known as “Frequency Pre-warping” is
performed to account for distortions in the frequency response
that will occur in the final digital filter. The amount of this
shift is dependant on the sample rate of the digital system in



Typical FIR Filter Block Diagram
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Figure 2. Typical FIR Filter Block Diagram.
The impulse response is simply a plot of the coefficients as
demonstrated in Figure 3. Typically it is symmetrical about a
central point tapering off on each side. These coefficients are
convolved with the input samples to yield the filtered output.
Linear convolution is the method by which FIR filters are
implemented. As can be seen in the block diagram in Figure
3, each coefficient is multiplied by each sample as it passed
through the system. Each multiplication is added to the next
multiplication. This is how linear convolution works in a
DSP system. Now it can be seen why the multiply-andaccumulate operation is so important to DSP.

Figure 4. Typical Phase Response of an FIR Filter.
In contrast, the phase of an IIR filter is non-linear as can be
seen in the IIR filter phase graph contained in Figure 5.
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Figure 5. Typical Phase Response of an IIR Filter.
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In addition, FIR filters are less affected by bit truncation in the
multiplication than their IIR counterpart.
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The design of an FIR filter can be quite math intensive,
requiring an extensive mastery of calculus. However,
computer aided design (CAD) software is readily available to
ease the design process. Some filter design software products
simply require the user to enter the desired frequency
response curve. The software then performs the math and
tabulates the filter coefficients. Some of the more advanced
software will go so far as to write a section of assembly code
for particular DSP processors.
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Figure 3. Typical FIR Filter Impulse Response.
One main advantage of FIR filters is true linearity of the
phase response. Figure 4 contains a phase response graph of
a typical digital filter. It is easy to see that the phase is a
straight line.

With all the advantages to the FIR filter, there must be a
trade-off somewhere. In the case of the FIR filter it happens
to be in the delay. The sharper the cutoff specification for a
filter, the more taps that will be required to implement the
filter. The delay of the filter will be equal to the number of



taps required multiplied by the sample period of the digital
stream. For instance:

In a Von Neumann architecture based processor, several
instructions must be executed to fetch two data bytes, perform
a multiply, and accumulate the results with a previous
multiply/accumulation result. As discussed earlier, the
multiply and accumulate is the basis for the implementation
of an FIR filter. MMX instruction set extensions for the
Pentium do allow instances where two simultaneous
instructions could be executed, thereby increasing DSP
algorithm performance in programs designed for the modified
architecture. However, the implementation of DSP using
these types of processors is simply a brute force approach.
General-purpose processors are much better at DSP today
simply because they can execute more instructions per
second.

In a particular system, the sampling
frequency Fs =44.1KHz.
What is the sampling period T?

T=

1
1
=
= 22.68µs
Fs 44.1KHz

If a particular filter has 50 taps, N=50.
Multiply the sampling period by N to get
the resultant system delay of the filter.

D = N × T = 50 × 22 .68 µ s = 1.13ms
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From these simple equations, it can be observed how
significant amounts of audio delay can be built up after the
implementation of only a few FIR filters.

Virtually all DSP processors on the market today are designed
using Harvard Architecture, named after work done at
Harvard in the 1940s. This design has the advantage of two
data busses, two address busses, and two separate data spaces.
In essence a processor can get two pieces of data
simultaneously for an instruction. This increases performance
in a DSP processor since the goal is to move data quickly.

FIR filters also require more memory and arithmetic than an
equivalent IIR filter. This might be enough to push some
single chip implementations of an algorithm beyond the limit
of the processor. These factors need to be considered when
designing a digital system.
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In addition to the enhanced architecture with the data busses,
DSP chips typically have a data address generator (DAG).
This is a hardware device that actually computes the next
address for a pointer to a particular piece of data. This is
important for use in FIR filters and FFT computation. In FFT
computation in particular, the DAG performs an action called
“bit reversal.” This action is necessary to enhance the
performance of FFT computation.
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There are two questions that always seem to be asked about
hardware implementations of a DSP algorithm: Why are
there DSP processors? & Why can’t it all be done with a
Pentium? First, DSP processors are optimized for the
execution of mathematical functions common is DSP
processing. Second, Pentium class processors are designed
for general purpose. They do not contain the optimizations
necessary for efficient DSP implementation. The different
architectures should be discussed in more detail.

Another enhancement of the DSP chip is the
multiply/accumulator (MAC). In a single instruction the
MAC can multiply two pieces of data and add them to a third
piece of data already in the accumulator. An FIR filter tap is
calculated by performing two data fetches, a multiply and
then accumulate. For a basic Pentium this activity would take
four or more clock cycles. For a typical DSP chip it takes only
one. Although the advantages of the optimized hardware are
obvious for implementing DSP algorithms, it would not be a
good idea to use a DSP chip to run an Excel spreadsheet.
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Most general-purpose processors, like Pentium class
processors, have one data bus, and one address bus. One
memory space is used to hold both data and instructions. This
type of setup is known as the Von Neumann architecture,
after American mathematician John Von Neumann (19031957). Von Neumann pioneered many works in twentiethcentury mathematics. He also developed the concept of a
stored computer program.

There are more optimizations that various manufacturers use
in their hardware to give themselves an edge over the
competition. Typically these optimizations help to speed data
transfer from one area of the processor to another. Others



problem solvers. Most have excellent filtering abilities that
exceed many analog filter design capabilities. This ability
would be useful in circumstances where sharp cutoff filters
are required. The dynamics processing ability makes this
type of equipment a great general-purpose level controller.

optimize the hardware to speed the execution of the FFT.
This is why DSP selection guides and benchmarking are
useful for determining the right DSP for a particular
application.

In applications such as speaker delay systems, these devices
are extremely simple to set up. Typically the user enters the
required delay in feet and leaves the mathematics to be
handled by the DSP device.
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There are several ways to perform real-time processing.
Three methods that are suitable for the experimenter will be
covered here. These methods are:

Generally these devices are addressable and daisy-chainable
to allow one computer to program and operate multiple
devices.

• Personal Computer Based Processing
• Self-Contained General Purpose DSP Devices
• Manufacturer’s Development Boards
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The Symetrix 9022 DSP Engine has the following functional
modules built in to the system:
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The PC has come a long way in the past 10 years. Faster
processor speeds have made real-time audio signal processing
on a home PC simple and effective. It is so common that
audio playback programs, such as WinAmp, have included
graphic equalizers and spectrum analyzers as part of the free
version. These same programs rely on DSP to decode the
latest perceptual encoding algorithms such as MP3. The
reality is that any audio compression or coding algorithms
such as MP3 extensively use the FFT in computations. The
PC needs to be able to compute the FFT hundreds of times
per second to convert the compressed audio data into pleasing
audio.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Pink Noise Generator
Low Pass Filter
High Pass Filter
Parametric or Graphic Equalizer
One or Two Band Dynamics Processing
Delay
Settings Independent for Each Channel

The settings for each processing block are handled via the
Symetrix Audio Workplace software, which is
downloadable from www.symetrixaudio.com. This software
allows the user to choose which processing blocks they want
to use based upon the needs of their particular system. The
user has the ability to put these blocks in the desired order in
the signal chain. For instance, if a user wants the dynamics
processor before the graphic EQ but after a low pass filter,
they simply put the blocks in that order.

Many software multi-track editing programs now come with
real-time dynamics-processing capabilities as well as
equalization and noise filtering. This includes some of the
latest shareware editors. As the PC processors are beginning
to break the 1-Gigahertz barrier, the capabilities of audio
signal processing will increase.

Each Block has a button labeled “Master.” If that button is
set, then the opposite channel’s setting will follow the master
channel. This is very useful in stereo applications to ensure
that both channels get the same processing. Otherwise, both
channels need to be adjusted individually. This would likely
be the case in a dual-mono system. Once the blocks are set in
the desired order, the user can double click the desired block
for editing, which brings up a full screen graphical editor for
that function.

The brute force approach that general-purpose processors use
to execute DSP algorithms is completely acceptable, just not
the most efficient or cost effective means of doing so.
However DSP processors will always be able to surpass a
general-purpose processor of the same speed when it comes
to implementing a DSP algorithm.
6HOI&RQWDLQHG*HQHUDO3XUSRVH'63'HYLFHV

The installed sound market is currently using self-contained
general-purpose DSP devices in small and large installations.
While the units may not be ideal for a production room or
broadcast control room environment, they can be used as

The equalizer type can be set for graphic or parametric. A
parametric EQ screenshot is shown in Figure 6. The



useful within the equalizer section, where too much boost
could drive the audio into digital clipping.

parametric is useful for notching out particular frequencies
such as AC hum.

Another powerful feature of the 9022 is up to eight different
presets containing entirely different processing structures that
can be programmed into the unit. The setting is recalled by a
contact closure to one of the eight selector inputs in the rear of
the unit. This means eight completely different processing
structures can be programmed into one unit and selected
without the need for an attached computer.
,9,(ZLWK$XGLRQHWFRQWURO

The IVIE 626 has the following functional abilities built in to
the system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Figure 6. Screenshot of Symmetrix Audio Workplace
Parametric Equalizer Function.
The graphic equalizer is useful for adjusting the equalizer for
the room acoustics. Symetrix included a built in pink-noise
generator to aid in this setup.

2 X 6 Signal Router
Pre and Post EQ Feeds
Parametric EQ
Compression/Limiting
Delay
Pink Noise Generator
2 and/or 3 Way Crossovers

Many of the functions are similar to the Symetrix 9022. In
addition, the IVIE has six audio outputs, all of which can be
fed either a mono source or left and right channels. This is
useful for installed systems where parts of a facility may
require stereo processing but other parts require a feed from
mono sum.

The dynamics processor can be wide band or dual band. The
user can graphically adjust the threshold and ratio. Sliders are
used to control the attack and release times. A screenshot of
the dynamics processor is displayed in Figure 7.

Using the Audionet+ software, downloadable from
www.ivie.com, up to 16 different processing structures can be
stored in the system. Settings are recallable by a closure to
one of the selector inputs on the rear of the unit. These
processing structures contain routing information, meaning
the unit can act as a 2x6 router as well as changing the
equalization and dynamics of the entire unit.
The processing structure of the IVIE 626 can be observed
from the screen shot in Figure 8. The two input signals can
have individual twelve-band parametric equalization,
dynamics, and delay added to the signal. Unlike the 9022, the
order of these functions cannot change.
Each of the six outputs can, however, have their own
processing added. The source for each output is selected by
choosing the audio buss it will be assigned. This can be raw
left or right, equalized and dynamics processed sum of left
and right, or equalized, dynamics processed, and delayed left
or right. After the source is selected, the output can be
delayed further with a three-band equalizer and dynamics

Figure 7. Screenshot of Symmetrix Audio Workplace
Compressor Function.
While editing each stage, live program material can be
monitored with real-time meters, keeping the user abreast of
the I/O levels as settings are adjusted. This is especially



added before the final output. The unit also contains a pink
noise generator useful for installation equalization set up.

inputs, selectable output routing, individual output channel
equalization, and individual delay and limiting for each
output.
The units each have a stereo or dual mono input, and six
outputs. The user can select one of 14 processing and routing
architectures before editing the parameters on the units
various equalizers and dynamics processors. One such
structure can be observed in Figure 9. Sixteen user programs
can be stored with the setup software and recalled using
contact closures to the memory recall port located on the rear
of the unit.

Figure 8. Screenshot of IVIE Audionet+ 626 Digital
Signal Processor Window.
The versatility of this unit lies in the fact that each of the six
outputs can have individual processing and source
assignments. While the design lends itself primarily to the
installed market, there are potential uses in the broadcast
market such as feeding a slightly different processed signal to
an FM transmitter, AM transmitter, music on hold, and
webcast.
5DQH530YDQG530L

Figure 9. Screenshot of Rane RaneWare RPM26v Dual
Two-Way Crossover Window.

The Rane RPM26v has the following functional abilities built
in to the system:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

The equalizer screen allows the user to graphically adjust the
equalization frequencies, gain and bandwidth. The display
shows the response for each filter.

Two and Six-Band Parametric EQs
Compressor
Limiter on Every Output
Delay
Pink Noise Generator
14 User-Selectable Processing Structures
AES/EBU input on RPM 26i

Programming is performed using Raneware software
downloadable from www.rane.com. To set up the unit, the
user first selects the processing structure needed for the
application. A different processing structure can be
programmed for every preset. Most of the processing
structures are designed for crossover applications with some
of the others for routing. Some of the structures are similar to
the structures seen in the IVIE 626 and Symetrix 9022,
containing equalization, compression, and delay for the

Figure 10, Screenshot of Rane RaneWare
RPM26V Dynamics Processing Window.
The compressor window, shown in Figure 10, has a graphical
representation of the threshold and ratio. The attack and
release are adjustable via a slider. The limiter screen is



hardware, typically the major difference in these systems is
the capabilities of the included software development tools.
Texas Instruments calls their low-end development boards
“Starter Kits” while Analog Devices calls theirs “EZKITLITE.” In any case, the purchaser of these boards should
research what they are getting.

similar to the compressor except that the ratio is not
selectable.
0DQXIDFWXUHU·V'HYHORSPHQW%RDUGV

So far, this paper has addressed complete system level
solutions that ship with commercial software and are
extremely simple to use. These have great advantages to the
end user, but do nothing to educate broadcast professionals
about the inner workings of a digital signal processing
system.
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Texas Instruments has several development boards to choose
from depending on application. The most common is the
C3X DSP Starter Kit. It features a TMS320C31 floatingpoint DSP processor running at 25MHz. An on-board
variable-rate codec interfaces audio signals from the outside
world to the processor. A Parallel port interface connects the
board to a user’s PC.

DSP system designers test their algorithms, before actually
building them, using manufacturer’s development boards.
These boards typically have an onboard DSP processor, a
generic codec capable of various sample rates, access to other
ports on the DSP processor, ROM chip containing a
programming interface to a PC, and a UART for direct serial
connection to a PC. A typical development board block
diagram is shown in Figure 11.

For a more powerful DSP kick, the TMDX320005402 DSP
starter kit features a 100MHz TMS320C54002 fixed-point
DSP processor. The board has standard 3.5mm audio jacks
for inputs and outputs from the variable-rate codec.
Both units contain only mono codecs and come with a
C compiler, an Assembler, and a Linker.

Typical DSP development Board Block Diagram
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IRQ, Flag,
Reset Buttons

Motorola’s Evaluation Module Kit for the DSP56303
contains a 24-bit fixed-point processor running at 80 MHz or
100 MHz, depending on which kit is selected. The board
contains a 16-bit stereo codec connected to stereo 1/8” phone
jacks.

Various Flag
Indicator LEDs

Stereo Line In
Serial Port
PROM

DSP
Processor

Codec
Stereo Line Out

The unit ships with a windows based development system for
writing, compiling, and assembling DSP programs. The
program also serves as the program loader to the board. The
board connects to the user’s PC via an RS-232 serial cable.

UART

Serial Port
to PC

The board is available with other 563XX processors
depending on the users memory and speed requirements.

RS-232
Drivers
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Figure 11. Typical DSP Development Board
Block Diagram.

The Analog Devices Sharc line of DSP processors are 32bit floating-point processors with varying speeds and features.
There are two main development boards that are reasonably
priced.

Boards usually ship with a selection of software tools used to
develop applications for the DSP processor. Some of these
tools are fully professional development packages while
others are scaled down tools that may only work with a
particular evaluation board.

The ADDS-2106X-EZLITE contains a 32-bit floating point
ADSP-21061 40MHz DSP processor. A variable-rate stereo
codec interfaces the DSP to the analog world. The system
will allow line or microphone level inputs with line level
outputs. Software development tools as well as a program
loader are included. The program loader allows compiled

Evaluation boards typically come in several varieties ranging
from $100 starter kits to $3000 complete developer kits.
While the more expensive systems come with more capable



programs to be loaded to the DSP via a serial port from a PC
and tested. A C language compiler, assembler and linker are
all included as part of the software tools package. Compiled
and ready to run sample programs are included as well as the
source code for each.
Another Sharc digital signal processor board option is the
ADDS-21065-EZLITE development board. This board
contains a 32-bit floating point ADSP-21065 60MHz DSP
processor. A variable-rate stereo codec interfaces the DSP to
the analog world. The system will allow line level inputs
with line level outputs. The main difference between this
board and the ADDS-2106x board is the processor. The
ADDS-21065L board also comes with a newer AD1819A
full-duplex 16-bit codec. The ADDS-21065L board is
currently shipping with the newer VisualDSP++ design tools
from Analog Devices. As of this writing, VisualDSP++ does
not support the ADDS-2106x development board, however
this should be available in 2001.
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The only way to truly appreciate the simplicity of DSP
algorithm design is to see it in action. This example should
demonstrate all of the steps necessary to create a viable
algorithm. In order to demonstrate the fact that it does not
take a scientist to program a DSP, this example will attempt
to use as much source code as possible from other sources.
While the final program will be specific to the ADDS-2106xEZLITE development board, the example will be
programmed in C language, making it more portable to
another platform.

250Hz LP
Filter
Audio
Source

Audio
Output
250Hz HP
Filter

Compressor

Figure 12. Two-Band Compressor Block Diagram.
7KH%HJLQQLQJ

The first step in the design process is to find a prewritten
section of software code that will take care of the overhead
functions of the development board. Overhead functions
might include items such as setting up interrupt vectors,
initializing the codec, initializing Direct Memory Access
(DMA), and other functions not related to the algorithm being
developed. In this case, the code segment came with the
development board. A program called “tt” came with the
development board. Its purpose: Take an input sample and
return the sample to the output port. This seems like a useless
program, but it is a teaching program used to demonstrate
how to change sample rates. Because the program is simple
and only needs minor modification (to remove the sample
rate change ability) it was chosen as the victim of this
experiment. The source code for tt is included with the
development board. The source code is available in C
language or assembly. A look through the directory yielded a
source code file named “tt.c.”
The key part of the segment to look for is this:

7KH3UREOHP

The problem chosen for this example is something that might
be used in a real-world broadcast engineering environment.
The design problem is a 2-band compressor. Starting with the
block diagram shown in Figure 12, it can be observed that this
is a typical design, which might be found in commercial
hardware. Of course this entire block diagram will be built
with software not hardware.

Compressor



YRLGVSUBDVVHUWHG LQWVLJBQXP 
^

&RS\UHFHLYHGGDWDEXIIHUV
WRWUDQVPLWGDWDEXIIHUV

W[BEXI>@ U[BEXI>@

W[BEXI>@ U[BEXI>@
`

The line “void spr0_asserted…” is an interrupt vector for the
serial port receive buffer. Whenever an audio sample is
received, this small chunk of code gets executed. Otherwise,
the processor typically sets idle (depending on the program).
Notice the “tx_buf[1] = rx_buf[1];” line. This line simply
takes whatever came in the receive buffer and puts it in the
transmit buffer which will be sent to the codec when next
transmit interrupt in received. Simply stated, rx_buf[1] is the



left input sample, rx_buf[2] is the right input sample, while
tx_buf[1] is the left output sample and tx_buf[2] is the right
output sample. The code created in this experiment will
replace these two lines of the sample code. The starter code
will also be modified to sample the audio at 48K. The data
sheet for the onboard codec is available online in PDF format
form www.analog.com, but a look at the source code for the
program tt.c, was of greater assistance in determining what
settings would yield a 48K sample rate.
7KH+DUGZDUHDQG5HTXLUHPHQWV

Taking a look at the abilities of the hardware for a moment, it
is observed that the speed of the development board is
40MHz. The number of operations that can be performed per
sample needs to be calculated. This is to determine how
many operations can be performed on a sample before the
processor receives another sample. At 48KHz, the period
between the samples can be determined using the calculation
from earlier in the paper:

T=

1
1
=
= 20.83 µS Sample
Fs 48KHz

With a processor speed of 40,000,000 instructions per second,
the following equation cancels out the seconds and yields
instructions per sample.

µS
Instruct
Instruct
= 40,000,000
× 20.83
Sample
S
Sample
Instruct
= 833
Sample
This means 833 operations can be performed on a sample
before the next one arrives and expects to be processed. This
is important since too many operations on a sample would
leave too little time to perform operations on the next sample.
Eventually, samples will get dropped because they could not
get serviced in time. This activity creates an extremely
undesirable form of distortion and it is recommended that the
programmer take care not to let this happen.
Assuming that 833 operations can be performed on each
sample is an optimistic viewpoint. There are many
instructions used for overhead in the processor. A more likely
800 instructions per sample is a nice round number, which
leaves a little headroom for the processor to handle other
potential interrupt requests.

Programming in C has its own disadvantages because the
final compiled code is not as efficient as compiled assembly
language. Most DSP programmers program in assembly
language. While the Analog Devices assembly language is
easy to use, it was still thought best to use a common
language in this example. That still leaves the question of
how many instructions may be executed between each
sample. The answer is still 800, but using C language means
that those 800 instructions may only perform what might be
done in 600 assembly instructions. For this example,
however, the count should be well below either.
7KH6RIWZDUH7RROV

The Analog Devices board ships with a command line
C compiler. Some of the newer boards are shipping with a
graphical Integrated Development Environment (IDE).
Either of these will work for this example problem. Both will
require the programmer to compile the final code and then
link it to its libraries to create an executable for upload to the
development board. The documentation for these tools will
need to be consulted for operational instructions since that is
beyond the scope of this paper.
7KH'HVLJQ3URFHVV

The skeleton code has been obtained and slightly modified,
the software tools are in place, and the design problem is set.
It is time to get to the business at hand.
)LOWHUV

The first thing needing attention is the design of the filters.
An FIR filter will fit the design since it is completely phase
linear, can have excellent cutoff, and is extremely stable. A
CAD program will be used to design the filter. CAD
programs usually have several FIR filter design options
available based on different methods of filter approximation.
The Parks-McClellan equiripple approximation is an iterative
algorithm and will yield the fewest number of taps for any
given filter tolerance mask. The fewer the taps, the less delay,
and the fewer instructions used in the processor.
To begin the design of the filter, specify a filter mask. A lowpass filter mask with a cutoff of 250Hz, and 12dB/oct cutoff
could be drawn as demonstrated in Figure 13.



required for the Parks-McClellan equiripple approximation
that will be performed using a CAD design program.

Low Pass Filter Mask

Pass Band Peak
Amplitude =.5db

.15dB
0 dB

Stop Band Peak
Amplitude =-60db

Using a CAD program makes FIR filter design a cinch.
There are many products to choose from including Matlab,
PC-DSP and even some shareware programs available on the
net. For this simple design problem, the free demo of PCDSP will be sufficient. The demo version of PC-DSP is
available from www.dspsolutions.com.
Selecting the Parks-McClellan approximation from the FIR
filter design menu brings the window in Figure 14. Tap
information and a name for the filter is entered under the tab
labeled “General.” The “Specifications” tab is where the
information for the frequency response of the filter is entered.

-60 dB

250 Hz

&$''HVLJQ

8KHz

Figure 13. 250Hz Low Pass Filter Mask.
Next, the number of required taps needs to be determined
using a formula. There are very complex equations that exist
for determining the number of taps in a given equiripple filter.
Fortunately, there are some simple formulas that will get an
approximate answer. An estimate is usually sufficient, unless
a programmer is truly short on instruction cycles. A simple
equation for determining the required number of taps in a
equiripple filter is as follows:

N≅

− 20 log10( δ pδ s ) − 13
2.324∆ω

+1

Where:
N=Number of Taps

∆ω =normalized transition bandwidth
δ p =pass band peak ripple amplitude

δ s =stop band peak ripple amplitude
Figure 14. PC-DSP Parks-McClellan FIR
Filter Design Window.

For the given mask, these variables can be filled in as such:

2π∆f
∆ω =
Fsample
.15

δ p = 10 20 = .0174

−60

δ s = 10 20 = .001

A spreadsheet will come in handy here. By inserting the
numbers in the appropriate spots, N turns out to be 14.67,
which should be rounded up to 15. This is the number of taps

The information is entered in the boxes based on the desired
shape of the filter. As can be seen above, the part of the filter
having “Value” set to 1 is the pass band, and has a lower edge
of 0 (0Hz) and an upper edge of .005208. The .005208 is the
result of dividing the frequency by the sample rate. This is
called “normalized frequency.” The normalized frequency is
used for all DSP design software and allows the same design
algorithm to work for any sample rate. The stop band has the
“Value” set to 0 and the frequency ranges from .16666667
(8KHz) to .5 (24KHz). The frequencies above .5 are invalid



since this is the maximum frequency any digital system can
sample without aliasing. Clicking OK sets the design into
action.

Figure 15. FIR 250 Hz Low Pass Filter
Design dB Magnitude Plot.
The analysis plot of the magnitude in dB of the designed filter
is shown in Figure 15. Note that the stop band gain is actually
about –55dB, not the specified -60dB. This most likely
happened due to an insufficient number of taps in the filter.
Remember, the design equation used to determine the number
of taps was an approximation. However, -55dB is close
enough for the purposes of this experiment, so the filter will
not be redesigned.

Figure 17. FIR Filter Phase Response.
This is half of the filter work. Since the crossover points in
the two-band splitter are at 250Hz, the same design factors
can be used. Simply renaming the filter and changing the
“Values” in the Parks-McClellan window of PC-DSP will
yield a high-pass filter with the same roll-off characteristics
and crossover points.
The response of the high-pass filter, overlaid on the response
of the low-pass filter is shown in Figure 18.

The actual tap coefficients, when plotted, are shown in Figure
16. This is also known as the impulse response of the filter.
This filter happens to have all positive coefficients. Typically
filter impulse responses will have both positive and negative
coefficients.

Figure 18. FIR High Pass and Low
Pass dB Magnitude Plots.
Now that the two-way crossover has been designed, it is time
to write the software code.
7KH,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ

Figure 16. FIR Low Pass Filter Design
Impulse Response Plot.
The linear phase so highly praised by audio purists can be
seen in Figure 17.

To begin, the coefficients are needed. These can be cut and
pasted from the demo version of PC-DSP, output to a file by
the full version of PC-DSP, or output to a file by some other
CAD program. The printout from PC-DSP is shown in
Figure 19.



generally one memory location longer than the number of
taps being implemented. Since a particular variable may be
stored in this buffer for more than one sample, two are
required to keep the stereo signals completely separated. The
same process will be repeated in the coding of the high pass
filter. A variable will be defined using the coefficients
generated from a high pass filter report, and then two more
buffers will be set up.
The implementation of the filters in C language will take 4
lines of code. These are:
/3B2XWB/HIW ILU IORDW /HIW /3B&RHIIV>@ /3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
/3B2XWB5LJKW ILU IORDW 5LJKW /3B&RHIIV>@ /3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
+3B2XWB/HIW ILU IORDW /HIW +3B&RHIIV>@ +3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
+3B2XWB5LJKW ILU IORDW 5LJKW +3B&RHIIV>@ +3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 

Figure 19. FIR Low Pass Filter Report From
PC-DSP 2.0 Demo Version.
The filter coefficients were cut and pasted to a text editor and
edited to end up with this C language code fragment as the
final product:
IORDWSP/3B&RHIIV>7$36@ 

^































`

This is an array variable declaration and assignment that the
DSP program will use to implement the FIR filter. This code
fragment will be inserted into the modified Analog Devices
code. Another two lines of code are needed to complete the
required overhead for a C language implementation of an FIR
filter. These are:
IORDWGP/3BVWDWH>7$36@
IORDWGP/3BVWDWH>7$36@
These two lines set up two separate buffers to be used by the
FIR filter function as storage during FIR calculations. It is

These four lines implement the FIR filter function 4 times to
get a high pass and low pass filter for both the left and right
channels. The fir() function is a special function included in
the analog Devices C language libraries. Refer to the
complete code listing at the end of this paper to see how this
code is inserted into the program. Notice how the design took
much longer than the coding. Building upon programs that
have already been written is the basis for almost all
programming today. There is a lot of freely available source
code from manufacturers and users in the Internet.
Now that the filters are designed and coded, the compressor
needs to be designed. An applications document written by
John Tomarakos and Dan Ledger was found to be extremely
helpful for this part of the design. The publication describes
many audio applications including compression, limiting,
gating and expanding. The important aspect of the document
is that it contains source code for the applications. In
addition, the source code can be downloaded from the
Internet.
However, the source code to accompany the document is
written in assembly language. This is a problem because it
was decided use C language to write the code for the
example. Luckily, the algorithm is not very complex.
Further examination of the assembly code, and the
accompanying notes within the code, made it clear how the
algorithm worked. The algorithm compares the input sample
to a threshold level to determine if any processing action
needs to be taken. If so, the threshold is subtracted from the
signal and the remaining part is multiplied by the gain
reduction ratio. The threshold is then added back to the



sample and it is ready for output. The code fragment for one
channel of compression in assembly is as follows:
FRPSUHVVBOHIW
I DEVI
FRPS II  ,VOHIWFKDQQHOSDVWWKUHVKROG" 
LI/7MXPSFRPSUHVVBULJKW ,IQRWFKHFNULJKWFKDQQHO 
I II VLJQDO VLJQDOWKUHVKROG 
I I I VLJQDO VLJQDO UDWLR 
I II VLJQDO VLJQDOWKUHVKROG 
I IFRS\VLJQI IQRZ FRPSUHVVHGOHIWFKDQQHO 

The author of this code was gracious enough to document it
thoroughly. From this documentation, the C language
implementation can be written using what might be just as
many lines of code. As can be seen, the algorithm requires an
input signal, a threshold and gain reduction variables. The
input will be the output of the filters designed earlier. What
need to be determined and programmed are the threshold and
gain reduction levels. The complete example by Tomarakos
allowed the user to push a button on the development board to
toggle the compression ratio through several levels. That is a
little beyond this example’s scope so a constant threshold and
ratio will be used. Since this was not covered in the design
spec for this example, an arbitrary gain reduction will be
chosen and set at 5:1. The threshold will be set at .5 (1 being
the maximum level before digital clipping). For simplicity,
there will be no provisions for attack time and release time.

implemented three more times to cover all the bands for both
channels. After the compression has been run in all channels,
the results need to be summed properly and sent to the codec
for output. The following lines do just that:
/HIWB0L[B2XW %DVVB&RPSB/HIW+LB&RPSB/HIW
5LJKWB0L[B2XW %DVVB&RPSB5LJKW+LB&RPSB5LJKW

The last required code writing step is to send the data to the
transmit buffer for it to be sent to the codec at the next sample
cycle. The following lines accomplish this:
W[BEXI>@ /HIWB0L[B2XW
W[BEXI>@ 5LJKWB0L[B2XW

The intermediate variable named Left_Mix_Out could have
been omitted and the transmit buffer would be set directly to
the sum of the compressed outputs. While more efficient, it
did not clearly illustrate what was happening. There are
many examples of this in the code just written. While it
works, keep in mind there are more efficient methods of
programming. The code is ready to be compiled. The
complete code listing for this example is Code Listing 1 at the
end of this paper.

These will be set as program constants similarly to the way
“TAPS” was set in the filter section. The following code will
be added at the beginning of the program where the constants
are defined:
GHILQH5$7,2
GHILQH7+5(6+

If the programmer wants to add variable ratio and threshold in
the future, the programmer need only remove the #define
statements and use the names as variables within the program.
This is much simpler than hard coding the ratio and threshold
into every line of code that uses them.
Now the C language compressor algorithm can be written as
follows:
LI DEV /3B2XWB/HIW !7+5(6+ 
^
/3B2XWB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+
/3B2XWB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW 5$7,2
%DVVB&RPSB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+
`
The compressed low pass left channel is now located in the
variable called “Bass_Comp_Left.” The code needs to be

Figure 20. Screenshot of Analog Devices Sharc
EZ-KIT Lite Host Interface Software.
Once the code is compiled and linked, the executable can be
uploaded to the DSP development board for testing. In the
case of the ADDS-2106x-EZLITE, the program is uploaded
using the EZ-KIT LITE Host program. This is a windows
based program that makes uploading the program extremely
simple. The basic screen is shown in Figure 20.



Click the open folder to bring up the file window and select
the file that was compiled and linked earlier. In this case the
file has a “.21K” extension denoting the fact that it is an
executable for a Shark 21000 series DSP processor. Once the
file is selected and OK is clicked, the file begins to upload to
the development board immediately. As soon as it is
uploaded, the program begins to execute. At this point, the
program is running, and audio inputs and outputs can be
connected to the board to determine if all this effort has paid
off.
Subjective listening tests show that this algorithm does indeed
work. However, since there were no provisions for attack and
decay, the algorithm will distort the audio soon after the audio
threshold is reached. Since the algorithm acts on every
sample, the attack and decay times are effectively
instantaneous. However, this made for an excellent example
to demonstrate how some knowledge of filter design and code
reuse can make DSP design less of a mystery than it has
previously been.

6800$5<

Digital signal processing has long been a mystery to the
broadcast engineer. Broadcast engineers have had to put their
faith in the processing manufacturers, now that the days of
twiddle sticks, greenie screwdrivers, soldering irons and a
handful of filter capacitors have given way to rolly wheels,
LCD displays, and menu functions.
Knowledge is power, especially knowledge of how DSP
systems operate. Books on the subject are filled with
equations and transforms, but seldom touch on the subject of
implementing a system with hardware. The best way for an
engineer to learn about DSP is to get their hands dirty by
experimenting with self-contained DSP systems or writing
simple DSP programs for implementation on development
boards. Hands-on DSP is achievable without an advanced
degree in calculus. The broadcast engineer need only be
resourceful enough, and bold enough, to jump in feet first and
experiment.

([WUDVIRUDQ,QVWDOODEOH'HYLFH

For those bold enough to take the project to the next level,
here are a few suggestions. First, modify the code for
efficiency by doing away with the intermediate variables used
for demonstrative purposes.
Second, Add variable attack and decay by using a pushbutton
interface or other means of interfacing human control to the
DSP program. Some designers have actually used analog
potentiometers and sampled the values as a means of control.
Today’s common DSP based broadcast devices use a generalpurpose microcontroller and various menu functions to
interface the human to the DSP algorithm.
Third, package the project in some sort of rack mount case. A
balanced to unbalanced interface should be a part of this. A
well laid out user interface panel would also make the project
more appealing.
Do this, and the project might end up being the next
Optimod or Omnia. Who knows?
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Code Listing 1. Complete code for the design project modified from tt.c program included with the Analog Devices
ADDS-2106x-EZLITE development board. It includes custom code and code adapted from freely available assembly code
from Analog Devices. Code developed in the experiment described in the paper is denoted in bold.


 %DQG&RPSUHVVRUIRU'HPRQVWUDWLRQRIILOWHU
 DQGFRPSUHVVRUGHVLJQGXULQJ1$%%(&$SULO
 'HVLJQHGE\0LFKDHO*D\
 KWWSLFGZHEFFSXUGXHHGXaJD\
 1R:DUUDQWLHVDUHH[SUHVVHGRULPSOLHGUHJDUGLQJWKH
 VXLWDELOLW\RIWKLVFRGHIRUDQ\DSSOLFDWLRQ



 $'63[6\VWHP5HJLVWHUELWGHILQLWLRQV 
LQFOXGHGHIK!
LQFOXGHK!
LQFOXGHVLJQDOK!
LQFOXGHVSRUWK!
LQFOXGHPDFURVK!
LQFOXGHPDWKK!
LQFOXGHILOWHUVK!
LQFOXGHVWGLRK!




 '0$&KDLQSRLQWHUELWGHILQLWLRQV 
GHILQH&3B3&,[ 3URJUDP&RQWUROOHG,QWHUUXSWVELW 
GHILQH&3B0$)[IIII 9DOLGPHPRU\DGGUHVVILHOGELWV 

GHILQH6HW,23 DGGUYDO   LQW DGGU   YDO 
GHILQH*HW,23 DGGU   LQW DGGU 

GHILQH7$36 7KLVLVZKHUHZHVHWWKHQXPEHURIWDSVZHZLOOEHXVLQJ 
GHILQH5$7,2 7KLVLVZKHUHZHVHWWKHFRPSUHVVLRQUDWLR 
GHILQH7+5(6+ 7KLVLVZKHUHZHVHWKWKHFRPSUHVVLRQWKUHVKROG 



 6HWVRPH*OREDO9DULDEOHV  
 1RWDOORIWKHVHDUHUHTXLUHGEXWWKH\VKRXOGPDNHWKH 
 FRGHHDVLHUWRIROORZIRUWKH1RYLFH
 




IORDW/HIW 
 /HIWLQSXWIURPEXIIHU 
IORDW5LJKW
 5LJKWLQSXWIURPEXIIHU 
IORDW/3B2XWB/HIW  /HIWORZ3DVV2XWSXW 
IORDW/3B2XWB5LJKW  5LJKWORZSDVVRXWSXW 
IORDW+3B2XWB/HIW  /HIWKLJKSDVVRXWSXW 
IORDW+3B2XWB5LJKW  5LJKWKLJKSDVVRXWSXW 
IORDW%DVVB&RPSB/HIW /HIWEDVVFRPSUHVVRURXWSXW 
IORDW%DVVB&RPSB5LJKW 5LJKWEDVVFRPSUHVVRURXWSXW 
IORDW+LB&RPSB/HIW  /HIWKLJKEDQGFRPSUHVVRURXWSXW 
IORDW+LB&RPSB5LJKW 5LJKWKLJKEDQGFRPSUHVVRURXWSXW 
IORDW/HIWB0L[B2XW  /HIWFRPSUHVVHGKLJKDQGEDVVPL[ 
IORDW5LJKWB0L[B2XW 5LJKWFRPSUHVVHGKLJKDQGEDVVPL[ 



 &URVVRYHU)LOWHU9DULDEOHV%HJLQ+HUH

 



 7KHFRHIILHLHQWVDUHVHWLQPHPRU\EHORZ7KHIORDWPHDQVVHWWKHGDWDDV
 IORDWLQJSRLQW30PHDQVSXWWKHGDWDLQSURJUDPPHPRU\LQVWHDGRIGDWD
 PHPRU\ IRUGXDOGDWDEXVV+DUYDUGDUFKLWHFWXUH 7KH/3B&RHIIV>7$36@LVD
 RQHGLPHQVLRQDODUUD\ZLWKWKHOHQJWKVHWE\WKHGHILQHGFRQVWDQW7$36
 7KHVDPHRSHUDWLRQZLOOEHSHUIRUPHGIRUWKH+3B&RHIIVILOWHU

IORDWSP/3B&RHIIV>7$36@ 

^









































`
 7KH/3BVWDWHDQG/3BVWDWHDUHWHPSRUDU\EXIIHUVXVHGE\WKH&ODQJXDJH 
 LPSOHPHQWDWLRQRIDQ),5ILOWHU7ZRDUHQHHGHGIRUHDFKILOWHUIRU 
 VWHUHRRSHUDWLRQ1RWLFHWKHVHDUHVWRUHGLQ'0RUGDWDPHPRU\ 

IORDWGP/3BVWDWH>7$36@
IORDWGP/3BVWDWH>7$36@

 5HSHDW(YHU\WKLQJIRUWKH+LJK3DVVILOWHU 
IORDWSP+3B&RHIIV>7$36@ 

^






























`

IORDWGP+3BVWDWH>7$36@
IORDWGP+3BVWDWH>7$36@


GHILQH6=BUHJVB
LQWUHJVB>6=BUHJVB@ ^

 1RWHWKDWWKH0&(ELWLVPDLQWDLQHGWKURXJKRXWLQLWLDO

SURJUDPPLQJWRKROGRIISUHPDWXUHDXWRFDOLEUDWLRQ 

[F LQGH[OHIWLQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[ULJKWLQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[OHIWDX[LQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[ULJKWDX[LQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[OHIWDX[LQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[ULJKWDX[LQSXWFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[OHIWGDFFRQWURO 

[F LQGH[ULJKWGDFFRQWURO 
[FF LQGH[GDWDIRUPDW 6DPSOH5DWH 

[F LQGH[LQWHUIDFHFRQILJXUDWLRQ 

[FD LQGH[SLQFRQWURO 

[FE LQGH[QRUHJLVWHU 

[FF LQGH[PLVFHOODQHRXVLQIRUPDWLRQ 

[FG LQGH[GLJLWDOPL[FRQWURO 

[FH LQGH[QRUHJLVWHU 

[I` LQGH[QRUHJLVWHU 

LQWU[BEXI>@ UHFHLYHEXIIHU 
LQWW[BEXI>@ ^[FF` WUDQVPLWEXIIHU 

 '0$FKDLQLQJ7UDQVIHU&RQWURO%ORFNV 
W\SHGHIVWUXFW^
XQVLJQHGOSDWK IRUPHVKPXOLWSURFHVVLQJ 
XQVLJQHGOSDWK IRUPHVKPXOWLSURFHVVLQJ 
XQVLJQHGOSDWK IRUPHVKPXOWLSURFHVVLQJ 
XQVLJQHGGE *HQHUDOSXUSRVHUHJLVWHU 
XQVLJQHGJS *HQHUDOSXUSRVHUHJLVWHU 
XQVLJQHG FS &KDLQ3RLQWHUWRQH[W7&% 
XQVLJQHGF &RXQWUHJLVWHU 
LQWLP ,QGH[PRGLILHUUHJLVWHU 
XQVLJQHG LL ,QGH[UHJLVWHU 
`BWFE

BWFEU[BWFE ^` UHFHLYHWFE 
BWFEW[BWFE ^` WUDQVPLWWFE 
LQWFPGBEON>@ FRPPDQGEORFN 
VWDWLFLQW[PLWBFRXQW
VWDWLFLQW [PLWBSWU
VWDWLFLQWVRXUFH
VWDWLFLQWILOWHU
VWDWLFLQWROGBVRXUFH
VWDWLFLQWROGBILOWHU



  
 3HULRGLFWLPHULQWHUUXSW 
  


YRLGWLPHUBORBSULRU LQWVLJBQXP 
^
VLJBQXP VLJBQXP

7RJJOHIODJ/('IRUQRUHDVRQRWKHUWKDQWRVHHLWIODVK

$FWXDOO\LWOHWV\RXNQRZWKHSURFHVVRUKDVQRWORFNHGXS
VHWBIODJ 6(7B)/$*7*/B)/$* 
`


  
 6HULDOSRUWWUDQVPLW'0$FRPSOHWH 
  


YRLGVSWBDVVHUWHG LQWVLJBQXP 
^
&KHFNLIWKHUHDUHPRUHFRPPDQGVOHIWWRWUDQVPLW
LI [PLWBFRXQW 
^
,IVRSXWWKHFRPPDQGLQWRWKHWUDQVPLWEXIIHUDQGXSGDWHFRXQW


W[BEXI>@  [PLWBSWU
[PLWBFRXQW
`
`

 
 6HULDOSRUWUHFHLYH'0$FRPSOHWH
 :ULWH1HZ&RGH+HUH
 









YRLGVSUBDVVHUWHG LQWVLJBQXP 
^
 /HIW U[BEXI>@
 5LJKW U[BEXI>@
  ,PSOHPHQW)LOWHUV 
 /3B2XWB/HIW ILU  IORDW /HIW /3B&RHIIV>@ /3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
 /3B2XWB5LJKW ILU  IORDW 5LJKW /3B&RHIIV>@ /3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
 +3B2XWB/HIW ILU  IORDW /HIW +3B&RHIIV>@ +3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
 +3B2XWB5LJKW ILU  IORDW 5LJKW +3B&RHIIV>@ +3BVWDWH>@ LQW 7$36 
  ,PSOLPHQW&RPSUHVVRU 

LI DEV /3B2XWB/HIW !7+5(6+ 


^


/3B2XWB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+


/3B2XWB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW 5$7,2


%DVVB&RPSB/HIW /3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+


`

LI DEV /3B2XWB5LJKW !7+5(6+ 


^


/3B2XWB5LJKW /3B2XWB5LJKW7+5(6+


/3B2XWB5LJKW /3B2XWB5LJKW 5$7,2


%DVVB&RPSB5LJKW /3B2XWB5LJKW7+5(6+


`

LI DEV +3B2XWB/HIW !7+5(6+ 


^


+3B2XWB/HIW +3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+


+3B2XWB/HIW +3B2XWB/HIW 5$7,2


+LB&RPSB/HIW +3B2XWB/HIW7+5(6+


`

LI DEV +3B2XWB5LJKW !7+5(6+ 


^


+3B2XWB5LJKW +3B2XWB5LJKW7+5(6+


+3B2XWB5LJKW +3B2XWB5LJKW 5$7,2


+LB&RPSB5LJKW +3B2XWB5LJKW7+5(6+


`
  0L[2XWSXWV 

/HIWB0L[B2XW %DVVB&RPSB/HIW+LB&RPSB/HIW

5LJKWB0L[B2XW %DVVB&RPSB5LJKW+LB&RPSB5LJKW
  6HQGWR&RGHF 
 W[BEXI>@ /HIWB0L[B2XW
 W[BEXI>@ 5LJKWB0L[B2XW
`


  
 6RPHRYHUKHDGVWXIIWRVHWXSWKHVHULDOSRUWV 
 WRRSHUDWH 
  


YRLGVHWXSBVSRUWV YRLG 
^
 &RQILJXUH6+$5&VHULDOSRUW63257 

 0XOWLFKDQQHOFRPPXQLFDWLRQVVHWXS 
VSRUWBLRSPWFV [ WUDQVPLWRQZRUGV
VSRUWBLRSPUFV [ UHFHLYHRQZRUGV
VSRUWBLRSPWFFV [ QRFRPSDQGLQJRQWUDQVPLW
VSRUWBLRSPUFFV [ QRFRPSDQGLQJRQUHFHLYH

 75$160,7&21752/5(*,67(5 
 $QDOWHUQDWH DQGPRUHHIILFLHQW ZD\RIGRLQJWKLVZRXOGEHWR 
 ZULWHWKHELWUHJLVWHUDOODWRQFHZLWKDVWDWHPHQWOLNHWKLV 
 6HW,23 67&7/[FI  
 %XWWKHIROORZLQJLVPRUHGHVFULSWLYH 

VSRUWBLRSW[FPGI  PXOWLFKDQQHOIUDPHGHOD\ 0)'  
VSRUWBLRSW[FVFKHQ  7['0$FKDLQLQJHQDEOH 
VSRUWBLRSW[FVGHQ  7['0$HQDEOH 
VSRUWBLRSW[FODIV  /DWH7)6 DOWHUQDWH  
VSRUWBLRSW[FOWIV  $FWLYHORZ7)6 
VSRUWBLRSW[FGLWIV  'DWDLQGHSHQGHQW7)6 
VSRUWBLRSW[FLWIV  ,QWHUQDOO\JHQHUDWHG7)6 
VSRUWBLRSW[FWIVU  7)65HTXLUHG 

VSRUWBLRSW[FFNUH  'DWDDQG)6RQFORFNULVLQJHGJH 
VSRUWBLRSW[FJFON  (QDEOHFORFNRQO\GXULQJWUDQVPLVVLRQ 
VSRUWBLRSW[FLFON  ,QWHUQDOO\JHQHUDWHG7[FORFN 
VSRUWBLRSW[FSDFN  8QSDFNEZRUGVLQWRWZREW[ V 

VSRUWBLRSW[FVOHQ  'DWDZRUGOHQJWKPLQXVRQH 
VSRUWBLRSW[FVHQGQ  'DWDZRUGHQGLDQ /6%ILUVW 
VSRUWBLRSW[FGW\SH 63257B'7<3(B5,*+7B-867,)<B6,*1B(;7(1'




 'DWDW\SHVSHFLILHU
VSRUWBLRSW[FVSHQ  (QDEOH FOHDUIRU0&RSHUDWLRQ  

 5(&(,9(&21752/5(*,67(5 
 65&7/ [IFI 
VSRUWBLRSU[FQFK  PXOWLFKDQQHOQXPEHURIFKDQQHOV 
VSRUWBLRSU[FPFH  PXOWLFKDQQHOHQDEOH 
VSRUWBLRSU[FVSO  /RRSEDFNFRQILJXUH WHVW  
VSRUWBLRSU[FGGPD  (QDEOHGLPHQVLRQDO'0$DUUD\ 
VSRUWBLRSU[FVFKHQ  5['0$FKDLQLQJHQDEOH 
VSRUWBLRSU[FVGHQ  5['0$HQDEOH 









VSRUWBLRSU[FODIV  /DWH5)6 DOWHUQDWH  
VSRUWBLRSU[FOWIV  $FWLYHORZ5)6 
VSRUWBLRSU[FLUIV  ,QWHUQDOO\JHQHUDWHG5)6 
VSRUWBLRSU[FUIVU  5)65HTXLUHG 
VSRUWBLRSU[FFNUH  'DWDDQG)6RQFORFNULVLQJHGJH 
VSRUWBLRSU[FJFON  (QDEOHFORFNRQO\GXULQJWUDQVPLVVLRQ 
VSRUWBLRSU[FLFON  ,QWHUQDOO\JHQHUDWHG5[FORFN 
VSRUWBLRSU[FSDFN  3DFNWZREU[ VLQWREZRUG 

VSRUWBLRSU[FVOHQ  'DWDZRUGOHQJWKPLQXVRQH 
VSRUWBLRSU[FVHQGQ  'DWDZRUGHQGLDQ /6%ILUVW 
VSRUWBLRSU[FGW\SH 63257B'7<3(B5,*+7B-867,)<B6,*1B(;7(1'




 'DWDW\SHVSHFLILHU 
VSRUWBLRSU[FVSHQ  (QDEOH FOHDUIRU0&RSHUDWLRQ  

 (QDEOHVSRUW[PLW UFYLUTV '0$HQDEOHG  
LQWHUUXSW 6,*B635,VSUBDVVHUWHG 
LQWHUUXSW 6,*B637,VSWBDVVHUWHG 

 6HWXS7UDQVPLW7UDQVIHU&RQWURO%ORFNIRUFKDLQHG'0$ 
W[BWFELL W[BEXI '0$VRXUFHEXIIHUDGGUHVV 
W[BWFEFS  W[BWFELL GHILQHSWUWRQH[W7&% SRLQWWRVHOI  
6HW,23 &3 LQW W[BWFELL  &3B0$) _&3B3&, 




 GHILQHSWUWRFXUUHQW7&% NLFNRII'0$ 




  63257WUDQVPLWXVHV'0$FK 

 6HWXS5HFHLYH7UDQVIHU&RQWURO%ORFNIRUFKDLQHG'0$ 
U[BWFELL U[BEXI '0$GHVWLQDWLRQEXIIHUDGGUHVV 
U[BWFEFS  U[BWFELL GHILQHSWUWRQH[W7&% SRLQWWRVHOI  
6HW,23 &3 LQW U[BWFELL  &3B0$) _&3B3&, 




 GHILQHSWUWRFXUUHQW7&% NLFNRII'0$ 




  63257UHFHLYHXVHV'0$FK 
`


  
 6HQGFRPPDQGVWRWKHFRGHFWRVHWVDPSOHUDWH 
 DQDORJJDLQHWF 
  


YRLGVHQGBBFRQILJBFPGV YRLG 
^
6HWXSSRLQWHUDQGFRXQWHUWRWUDQVPLWFRPPDQGV
[PLWBSWU UHJVB
[PLWBFRXQW 6=BUHJVB

:DLWIRUDOOFRPPDQGVWREHWUDQVPLWWHG
ZKLOH [PLWBFRXQW 
LGOH 

:DLWIRU$'DXWRFDOWRVWDUW
ZKLOH  U[BEXI>@ [  
LGOH 

:DLWIRU$'DXWRFDOWRILQLVK
ZKLOH U[BEXI>@ [ 
LGOH 

UHWXUQ
`



  
 ,QLWLDOL]DWLRQURXWLQH 
  


YRLGLQLWBN YRLG 
^
'LVDEOHWLPHUDQGVHWUDWHWR+]
WLPHUBRII 
WLPHUBVHW  

,QLWLDOL]HSRLQWHUDQGFRXQWHUWRWUDQVPLWFRPPDQGV
[PLWBFRXQW 
[PLWBSWU UHJVB

(QDEOHLQWHUUXSWQHVWLQJ
DVP LQFOXGHGHIK! 
DVP ELWVHWPRGH1(670 

(QDEOHWLPHU ORZSULRULW\ LQWHUUXSW
LQWHUUXSW 6,*B70=WLPHUBORBSULRU 

7XUQIODJ/('VRII
VHWBIODJ 6(7B)/$*6(7B)/$* 

UHWXUQ
`



  
 0DLQORRSRISURJUDP1RWKLQJUHDOO\KDSSHQVKHUH 
 VLQFHWKHDFWLRQKDSSHQVLQWKHVHULDOSRUWLQWHUUXSW 
  


YRLGPDLQ YRLG 
^
LQWL
LQW[
6HW/3VWDWH$UUD\VWR]HUR

IRU L L7$36L ^
/3BVWDWH>L@ 
/3BVWDWH>L@ 
+3BVWDWH>L@ 
+3BVWDWH>L@ 
`


,QLWLDOL]HVRPH6+$5&UHJLVWHUV








LQLWBN 
5HVHWWKH&RGHF
VHWBIODJ 6(7B)/$*&/5B)/$*  3XW&2'(&LQWR5(6(7 
IRU [ [[IIII[  +ROG&2'(&LQ5(6(7 

VHWBIODJ 6(7B)/$*6(7B)/$*  5HOHDVH&2'(&IURP5(6(7 
&RQILJXUH6+$5&VHULDOSRUW
VHWXSBVSRUWV 
6HQGVHWXSFRPPDQGVWR&2'(&
VHQGBBFRQILJBFPGV 
7XUQRQDOO/('V
VHWBIODJ 6(7B)/$*&/5B)/$* 
7XUQRQWKHWLPHU
WLPHUBRQ 
/RRSIRUHYHU
IRU  
^
LGOH  SURFHVVRUVLWVLGOHXQWLODQLQWHUUXSWLVWULJJHUHG 
`
`



(QGRIPRGLILHGILOHWWFQRZQDPHG1$%'HPRF
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